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a b s t r a c t

Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as a cost-effective on-chip interconnects solution for Tiled Chip
Multi Processors (TCMP) where many computational cores occupy a single chip. The performance
of NoC network can be greatly enhanced by incorporating 3D IC technology formed by stacking
several active NoC layers using Through Silicon Via (TSV) vertical interconnections. 3D NoC routers
improve network throughput and have minimal latency at the cost of increased router area and power
dissipation. Performance degradation can occur in 3D structures due to unequal traffic distribution
across the chip leading to larger power density and larger on-chip temperature that affect system
reliability. In this paper, we come up with an interleaved vertical edge routing design approach in
3D NoC that employs asymmetrical routing algorithm and uses a unique flit prioritization unit for
improving performance of bufferless mesh NoC. Experimental results indicate that our proposed router
has better network performance with minimal hardware overhead when compared with conventional
bufferless networks, engaging same number of routers.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the recent advances in technology scaling, a large num-
er of processing cores can be integrated into a single package.
oC, a packet switched network, has evolved as a viable alter-
ative to overcome the communication issues occurring between
ifferent cores in an SoC that employ traditional on-chip inter-
onnect structures. Higher bandwidth, scalability, modular topol-
gy, better parallelism, load handling ability and performance
re some important advantages that make NoC most preferred
hoice for TCMP design. In a planar TCMP, various processing
lements (PE) are interconnected using a two dimensional mesh
opology based NoC. Each PE is connected to a router and all such
outers are interconnected using bidirectional links in a 2D mesh.
ach router consists of 5 input–output ports which enable packet
ransmission between neighbouring routers in north, south, east,
est directions and to the local PE [1–3].
A packet, which is the basic unit of data transmission between

iles, is again subdivided into flow control units called flits. A
lit hops through multiple routers and links during its traversal
rom source to destination [1]. As the number of cores increases,
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3D mesh NoC is a better design choice compared to planar 2D
mesh network. Conventional 3D mesh NoCs make use of 7-port
router structures where two TSV based vertical links are used for
interlayer communication in addition to the 5 ports [4]. But TSVs
incur area overhead which results in reduced wafer utilization
and misalignment problems. Thus the number of TSVs used in
3D NoC topologies affect design and performance of 3D based
architectures [5].

The routing mechanisms employed in NoC may be based on
two architecture types: buffered and bufferless. Buffered routers
use store-and-forward wormhole routing mechanism by storing
input flits inside the router until they are forwarded through
productive output ports [2,3]. The second category, bufferless
routers, eliminates usage of buffers together with the complex-
ity of buffer management circuitry, area and power overheads
associated with it [6,7]. Deflection routing is the most widely
used method for output port allocation in bufferless routers [8,
9]. CHIPPER is an efficient bufferless deflection router in terms
of network latency, operating speed and power consumption.
Hence, we adopt this 5-port router microarchitecture with en-
hancements in the proposed work.

This paper proposes a hybrid design by combining the power
and area benefits of 2D CHIPPER design that has a 5-port structure
with 3D mesh NoC. The objective is to minimize number of
vertical interconnections without sacrificing performance. Sev-
eral layers of 2D mesh NoC are stacked utilizing 3D integration
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nd interlayer communication is realized with TSV based in-
erconnection links that are made only at edge routers in an
nterleaved fashion. A novel flit prioritization unit is incorporated
n the proposed router pipeline which minimizes flit deflection
ate. On comparing with 2D and 3D counterparts and M-3D
Modified Three Dimensional) CHIPPER [10], our proposed de-
ign displays better network performance with balanced link
tilization, minimal area footprint and router overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives

n outline about the related work and Section 3 discusses the
otivation for our proposed design. The details about proposed
esign are given in Section 4 whereas Section 5 discusses about
xperimental methodology adopted. Results and analysis is given
n Section 6 and finally Section 7 concludes the paper.

. Related work

3D NoC structures enhance system performance manifold by
irtue of their better connectivity, decreased hop count, better
oise immunity, packaging density and lower power consump-
ion due to short interconnect links [11–13]. Pavlidis et al. com-
ares 2D mesh networks with their 3D counterparts to show
uperiority of 3D NoC by analysing power consumption and zero-
oad latency of each network [14]. Li et al. proposes Hybrid 3D
oC-Bus mesh or stacked mesh architecture which is formed
y combining packet-switched network and bus link [15]. They
eplace 7-port conventional 3D routers with 6-port hybrid NoC-
us 3D routers to improve network performance. An addition
rbiter per pillar is also employed for better integration of NoC
nterface and bus structure.

Matsutani et al. proposes a class of 3D topologies known
s Xbar-connected network-on-tiers (XNoTs) for optimum us-
ge of short delay and large density of inter-wafer links [16].
t consists of multiple network layers connected using crossbar
witches. Several forms of XNoTs based topologies are analysed
ith various performance metrics. XNoT reports better through-
ut, though it has reduced power efficiency due to large vertical
witches. MIRA is a 3D stacked NoC router architecture which
ssumes that the processing cores are also designed in 3D. It
ses several active NoC layers and is optimized to have decreased
ower dissipation and area overhead [17].
Xu et al. evaluates effect of reducing number of TSV links to

alf and quarter on 3D NoC system performance and functional-
ty [18]. Variable delays and unbalanced allocation of 3D switches
n their proposed architectures obstruct network performance.
ang et al. uses partition islands of switches to form areas for

llotting same TSV pad for interlayer communication which are
andled with serialization logic [19]. With increase in number
f switches per TSV bundle, the average packet delay tends to
xponentially rise due to serialization across TSV bundle.
Partially connected 3D NoC designs have emerged to overcome

igh manufacturing cost, large area overhead and low fabrication
ield, which are associated with TSV [20,21]. Fu et al. presents
Congestion-aware Dynamic elevator Assignment (CDA) method
hat considers distance factors and network congestion informa-
ion to improve network performance [22]. Vahdatpanah et al.
roposes an adaptive, deadlock-free and livelock-free routing
lgorithm to improve performance of partially connected 3D NoC
nder network congestion by evenly distributing the network
raffic [23].

Majority of the work on various techniques to reduce num-
er of vertical links to enhance 3D NoC network performance
re done for buffered NoC networks which employ 6-port or
-port 3D routers. Very few works are only there for buffer-
ess NoC designs in 3D domain. Some of the relevant ones are
iscussed below. TSV serialization is a bottleneck to NoC perfor-
ance as it affects latency and available bandwidth of TSV links.
2

Lee et al. suggests a deflection routing mechanism which permits
full TSV link utilization using TSV ejection/injection mechanism to
achieve better performance and low latency at high traffic [24].
3DPERM [25] is a single cycle deflection router that uses an
output port allocation scheme similar to CHIPPER [9]. Reduced
power and area overhead are the highlights of their design when
compared to corresponding single-cycle 3D CHIPPER.

Tatas et al. proposes 3DBUFFBLESS, an asymmetrical 3D NoC
router, which is buffered in z-dimension and bufferless in x
and y dimensions [26]. By effectively combining advantages of
buffered and bufferless router architectures, their novel router
shows improved routing efficiency with minimum power and
area overhead. DoLaR is a two layer NoC design formed by stack-
ing two identical layers of planar 2D mesh network. The router
architecture is inherited from 2D CHIPPER and uses a modified
routing algorithm for efficient packet routing [27]. In compari-
son with 2D mesh and torus bufferless NoCs, it exhibits better
performance, while operating at same frequency as 2D CHIPPER
design.

3. Motivation

Three major factors influencing NoC performance that we have
explored are router microarchitecture, topology and routing algo-
rithm. Considering area and power efficiency at low and medium
network load, bufferless deflection router like CHIPPER is mostly
preferred. Fig. 1 shows CHIPPER router microarchitecture with
single cycle latency at each stage. CHIPPER ensures that golden
flit, which is the highest priority flit in the entire network, gets
required output port in each router. Thus golden flit scheme
guarantees livelock avoidance. After the golden flit reaches its
destination, priority is then passed on to another flit in progress.
The remaining non-golden flits undergo random port allocation
thereby increasing deflection rate and latency. Golden flit concept
alone is not quite efficacious as majority of flits reach their des-
tination without becoming golden. So we propose an additional
flit prioritization unit to reorder the non-golden flits and thereby
reduce number of deflections.

In a 2D NoC, as network size increases, the average number
of intermediate routers traversed by packets drastically rises.
Increased hops per packet leads to higher latency and large power
dissipation thereby affecting the network performance. These
limitations are overcome in 3D NoC formed by stacking sev-
eral NoC layers and interlayer communication is made by TSV
based vertical interconnect. Fig. 2a & b depict 2D mesh and 3D
mesh NoC structures respectively. 3D mesh incurs 32% area and
43% power overhead per router compared to its bufferless 2D
counterpart.

We perform simulations on 3D mesh NoC using CHIPPER for
uniform traffic pattern and analyse link utilization. Link utiliza-
tion is the amount of traffic flowing through router links. Fig. 3
shows normalized link utilization across all layers of a 4 × 4 × 4
D CHIPPER where traffic is dispensed evenly across the network.
n Fig. 3a we observe that link utilization for central routers is
ery high compared to edge routers in all the layers of NoC. The
ariation in link utilization is highest for Layer 0 i.e., 55%. This is
ecause of the very nature of XYZ routing algorithm where cen-
ral routers route majority of traffic to their destination routers.
ig. 3b depicts link utilization through vertical links between ad-
acent layers for uniform traffic pattern. Even though vertical links
re equally distributed inside the chip, it is observed that there is
variation of 81% between highest utilized vertical link and low-
st utilized one. Unbalanced link utilization causes proportionate
ise in power density and formation of thermal hotspots at the
entre of network which adversely affect reliability and average
ifespan of the chip.
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Fig. 1. Two stage pipeline architecture of CHIPPER [9]. Ejection and Injection units constitute first stage of router pipeline. Permutation Deflection Network (PDN)
performs parallel port allocation in second stage leading to low delay inside the router.
Fig. 2. Mesh topology based NoC architectures with the same number of routers. (a) 8 × 8 2D mesh employing 5-port router structure (b) 4 × 4 × 4 3D mesh
where all routers are 7-port: one each for north, south, east, west, up, down and one connected to local core.
Fig. 3. Link utilization in a 4 × 4 × 4 3D Mesh NoC for uniform traffic.
We propose a multilayer network built by stacking multiple
ayers of 2D mesh NoCs. State-of-the-art bufferless 2D mesh NoC
ystems employ 5-port routers where the edge routers have at
east one unused port. We exploit unconnected ports of edge
outers to create TSV based vertical interconnections between
djoining layers. As shown in Fig. 4, we make following vertical
nterconnections to form three types of multilayer connections
or 4 × 4 × 4 mesh NoC:

• Type I - Layer 1 edge routers 16, 20, 24 and 28 are con-
nected to Layer 0 edge routers 0, 4, 8 and 12 through their
3

unused west ports. Layer 1 edge routers 28, 29, 30 and
31 are attached to Layer 2 edge routers 44, 45, 46 and 47
through south ports. Similarly other edge routers are also
interconnected.

• Type II - Layer 1 edge routers 28, 29, 30 and 31 are con-
nected to Layer 0 edge routers 12, 13, 14 and 15 through
their unused south ports. Layer 1 edge routers 16, 20, 24
and 28 are linked to Layer 2 edge routers 32, 36, 40 and 44
through their west ports. Subsequent vertical interconnec-
tions are made at other edge routers also.
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Fig. 4. Mesh topology based multilayer connections formed by stacking four layers of 4 × 4 mesh NoC: (a) Type I (b) Type II (c) Type III (M-3D Mesh). All routers are
5-port and same number of vertical links are used in all the three topologies. In M-3D mesh, edge routers follow interleaved asymmetrical vertical interconnection
across adjacent layers.
Fig. 5. Two stage pipeline architecture of improved M-3D CHIPPER. Ejection and injection units employed in first pipeline stage same as that of CHIPPER
architecture [9]. The second stage comprises of Priority Allocation Unit (PAU) followed by PDU for output port allocation.
• Type III - Consider Layer 1 edge routers 28, 29, 30 and 31.
Layer 0 edge routers 12 and 14 are interconnected to 28
and 30 respectively whereas Layer 2 edge routers 45 and 47
are connected to 29 and 31 respectively through their south
ports. Also corner routers 28 and 31 are interconnected to
Layer 1 and 2 through their west and east ports respectively.
Thus adjacent layers are connected through unused ports of
edge routers in an interleaved manner.

We carry out simulations on Type I, Type II and Type III
NoC using uniform traffic to analyse average flit latency and link
utilization. Compared to 3D CHIPPER mesh NoC, Type I, Type II
and Type III have latency improvements of 13%, 11% and 18%
respectively whereas link utilization reduces by 12%, 10% and
17% respectively. The superior results obtained for Type III mul-
tilayer connection makes it a clear design choice in our proposed
work. This multilayer connection is referred to as M-3D mesh
topology in remaining part of the paper. The interleaved asym-
metrical connection followed in M-3D mesh topology is beneficial
when source and destination routers are in different layers as
flits can have much shorter routes. Thus all the routers follow
5-port structure with an additional low overhead flit prioritiza-
tion mechanism and an asymmetric routing algorithm which can
evenly balance the link utilization and thereby improve network
performance.

4. Proposed design

Fig. 5 shows the two stage pipeline router architecture of
proposed design: improved M-3D CHIPPER. Flits from nearby
routers reach input ports at the beginning of each clock cycle. The
4

four internal flit channels transport incoming flits that progress
through different functional units of router pipeline. At the end of
every clock cycle, flits are stored in respective pipeline registers.
The essential features of different functional blocks employed in
improved M-3D CHIPPER are detailed as follows.

Ejection and injection unit. Ejection block ejects flit which is des-
tined to local processing core and supports only one flit ejection
per router in a clock cycle. When there are multiple flits to
be ejected to same destination local core, only highest priority
flit will get ejected through ejection port whereas others are
deflected to nearby routers and will eventually come back to the
same router in ensuing clock cycles. The injection unit injects new
flits from local processing core if any one of internal flit channels
is free. Otherwise flits will get queued up at processor core level
as they cannot be stored in a bufferless router.

Improved M-3D CHIPPER architecture employs asymmetric
routing algorithm described in Algorithm 1 for computing de-
sired output port for flits, as we follow M-3D mesh topology
given in Fig. 4(c) [10]. Deflection routing algorithms are generally
deadlock free as flits are not buffered inside the router. The
simple deterministic XY routing algorithm is used for intra-layer
routing. For inter-layer routing, flits are first routed to the nearest
edge router which is interconnected to corresponding layer with
shortest Manhattan distance.

Consider two different cases to illustrate asymmetry in routing
path due to interleaved vertical interconnections across adjacent
layers of M-3D mesh topology shown in Fig. 4(c):

• Flit 1(Src router: 14, Dest router: 22): As 14 is at last row and
even column of outer layer, south port is taken to reach 30.
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Now 30 and 22 are in same layer and will follow XY routing
algorithm to reach destination.

• Flit 2 (Src router: 42, Dest router: 6): It passes through
routers 43, 27, 23, 7 and 6 by taking east, east, north, east,
west and local ports respectively so as to have shortest
Manhattan distance.

Algorithm 1 Asymmetric routing algorithm [10]
1: Input : current_router, destination_router
2: Output : output port
3: if (current_router_layer == destination_router_layer) then
4: XY routing algorithm
5: else if (current_router_layer is outer or odd layer) then
6: if (current router is at first column and even row) then
7: output port = west
8: else if (current router is at last column and odd row) then
9: output port = east

10: else if (current router is at first row and odd column) then
11: output port = north
12: else if (current router is at last row and even column) then
3: output port = south
4: else
5: output port taken as east or west depending on

destination column
6: end if
7: else
8: if (current router is at first column and odd row) then

19: output port = west
20: else if (current router is at last column and even row) then
1: output port = east
2: else if (current router is at first row and even column then
3: output port = north
4: else if (current router is at last row and odd column then
5: output port = south
6: else

27: output port taken as east or west depending on
destination column

28: end if
29: end if

Priority allocation unit. Our proposed router uses golden flit con-
ept for ensuring livelock avoidance, as in CHIPPER. The function
f PAU is to allocate an ordering to all non-golden flits present in
ipeline register B. This is done by taking out their destination
ddress fields to compute the number of layers that are to be
raversed from current router to reach their respective destina-
ions. So flits are prioritized in such a way that highest priority
s assigned to ones that are closer to destination layer or which
equire least number of layer transitions. This guarantees fair-
ess and progress in flit movement by minimizing unnecessary
eflections of non-golden flits.

ermutation Deflection Unit (PDU). When more than one flit re-
uire the same output port, port allocation issues emerge in
ufferless routers due to absence of buffers. The role of PDU is
imilar to PDN block employed in CHIPPER where every router
nput port is efficiently mapped to every single output port. PDU
ontain four permuter units arranged in two stages as shown in
ig. 5. Each permuter block consists of a 2 × 2 crossbar. Flits that
re coming from North and East ports are connected to permuter
lock P1 whereas flits from South and West ports are linked to
2.
At each permuter block, flit with highest priority wins the

rbitration and get productive output while other flit will be sent
o remaining output. Consider an example where two non-golden
lits Flit1 and Flit2 which are coming through North and East
nternal flit channels respectively. Also assume that the number
 v

5

Table 1
Categorization of benchmark applications based on cache misses per kilo
instructions (MPKI) values.
Percentage Miss Rate Benchmark applications

Low MPKI (less than 5) calculix, gobmk, gromacs, h264ref

Medium MPKI (between 5 and 25) bwaves, bzip2, gamess, gcc

High MPKI (greater than 25) hmmer, lbm, leslie3d, mcf

of layer transitions required by Flit1 is lesser than those of Flit2
and desired output port for Flit1 and Flit2 is West. According to
flit priority (Flit1 > Flit2), Flit1 will be routed to permuter block
4 where West port is connected and Flit2 will be automatically
eflected to permuter block P3. Thus improved M-3D CHIPPER
nsures that in addition to golden flit, flits that are near to desti-
ation layer are not deflected by virtue of priority scheme which
s based on number of layer transitions required. The latency of
ort allocation stage is low due to parallel structure of permuter
locks in PDU unit.

. Experimental methodology

We employ Booksim 2.0 [28], an open source cycle accurate
oC simulator, that model conventional VC based NoC router [1].
e modify it to build a two-cycle CHIPPER router [9]. Requisite

nformation is attached to each and every flit so as to facilitate
ndependent routing of all flits present inside a packet, which
s the standard norm in deflection routers. We use necessary
eassembly mechanism for efficiently handling out-of-order flit
elivery. The 140-bit wide flit channel contains 128-bit data field
nd 12-bit wide control field. On this standard bufferless deflec-
ion router, we make modifications to prototype 3D CHIPPER,
-3D CHIPPER and improved M-3D CHIPPER for experimental
nalysis.

.1. Synthetic traffic

We use standard synthetic traffic patterns like uniform, trans-
ose, bit-complement and bit-reverse to evaluate performance
f improved M-3D CHIPPER against baseline 2D CHIPPER, 3D
HIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER with 64 routers. The traffic pattern
ecides destination router for each generated flit. For uniform
raffic, every router has same possibility to be selected as a
estination. For transpose traffic, the destination router for source
outer at (i,j,k) is (Nx-1-i,Ny-1-j,Nz-1-k) where Nx, Ny and Nz
re number of routers across each network dimension. Bit per-
utation traffic patterns like bit-complement and bit-reverse are

ound by permuting and then selectively reversing or comple-
enting bits of source router address. After sufficient warm up

ime, by varying injection rate from zero to network saturation
oint, network performance metrics such as average latency,
eflection rate, link utilization and throughput are computed for
ll traffic patterns.

.2. Real traffic

We compare the performance of our proposed design against
D CHIPPER, 3D CHIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER for real application
orkloads. For that, we use Gem5 simulator to model a 64-core
ultiprocessor system [29]. We assume that each processing core
omprises of an out-of-order x86 processing unit with 4-way
et associative, 64 KB private L1 cache and 16-way set associa-
ive, 512 KB shared distributed L2 cache. Each processing unit
s assigned to run one of the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark applica-
ion programs [30]. We classify the benchmark applications into
arious network injection intensity categories as given in Table 1.
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Table 2
Various benchmark combinations.
Mix # SPEC CPU 2006 Benchmarks

M1 calculix(16) gobmk(16) gromacs(16) h264ref(16)

M2 bwaves(16) bzip2(16) gamess(16) gcc(16)

M3 hmmer(16) lbm(16) mcf(16) leslie3d(16)

M4 hmmer(16) lbm(16) gromacs(16) h264ref(16)

M5 bwaves(16) bzip2(16) mcf(16) leslie3d(16)

M6 calculix(16) gobmk(16) gamess(16) gcc(16)

M7 calculix(10) gromacs(10) bwaves(10) gamess(10) hmmer(12) mcf(12)
Fig. 6. Average flit latency comparison for various synthetic traffic patterns.
Depending on network injection intensity combination of the
omponent benchmarks, we produce 7 multiprogrammed work-
oad mixes as listed in Table 2. Consider Mix M1: out of 64
ores that we prototype, it contains 16 cores running calculix, 16
ores running gobmk, 16 cores running gromacs and last 16 cores
unning h264ref benchmark programs. Likewise, other workload
ixes are also formed. The network traffic generated by run-
ing real workloads are fed into Booksim to simulate network
perations.

. Results and analysis

We compare performance of improved M-3D CHIPPER against
aseline 2D CHIPPER, 3D CHIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER in terms
f network performance metrics. Simulations are conducted on
× 8 mesh with 2D CHIPPER using XY routing, 4 × 4 × 4 mesh
ith 3D CHIPPER and XYZ routing, 4 × 4 × 4 mesh with M-3D
HIPPER and 4 × 4 × 4 mesh with proposed design employing
symmetric routing algorithm described in Algorithm 1.

.1. Effect on average flit latency

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of average flit latency using
arious synthetic traffic patterns. It is quite evident that across
6

all the traffic patterns, our improved M-3D CHIPPER has lower
average flit latency by virtue of additional prioritization unit
that gives a total ordering among all flits. However, a reduction
in average latency owing to larger number of links and lower
number of hops is envisaged in 3D CHIPPER NoC. But 3D CHIPPER
shows larger average flit latency values for all traffic patterns.
This is due to higher number of deflections caused by random
port assignment of non-golden flits.

The superior load handling ability of a router is indicated by its
larger saturation injection rate. Improved M-3D CHIPPER extends
saturation injection point thereby making it a good design option
for high injection rate applications. Even so, for network intensive
traffic patterns like transpose and bitcomp where only certain
regions are stressed, improved M-3D saturates earlier than 3D
CHIPPER. This is because 3D CHIPPER is able to sustain more
traffic as they have more number of ports.

Average flit latency comparison with various network sizes is
shown in Fig. 7. From the graph we can observe that improved M-
3D CHIPPER has notable reduction in latency compared to other
designs even when the network is scaled up. Fig. 8 depicts aver-
age flit latency comparison for various real workloads. Across all
benchmark mixes presented in Table 2, we can notice a reduction
in average flit latency for our proposed design. As expected, M1
has minimum latency whereas M3 has maximum latency as they
consist of low MPKI and high MPKI applications respectively.
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Fig. 7. Average flit latency comparison with different network sizes.

Fig. 8. Average latency comparison for real applications.

.2. Effect on deflection rate

Deflection rate refers to average number of deflections under-
one by each injected flit. Lower deflection rate is desirable as it
ndicates smaller dynamic power across NoC links due to minimal

ctivity in the network. With rise in injection rate, deflection rate

7

also goes up because of higher port contentions. Fig. 9 clearly
displays deflection rate comparison for different synthetic traf-
fic patterns. Improved M-3D CHIPPER has lower deflection rate
specially, at higher injection rates due to prioritization of non-
golden flits. The deflection rate comparison for SPEC CPU2006
benchmark applications is shown in Fig. 10. For all mixes, our
proposed approach has notable reduction in average flit deflec-
tion rate compared to 2D CHIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER. As the
deflection rate of 3D CHIPPER is very high owing to pseudo-
random arbitration of non-golden flits, they are excluded from
the plot.

6.3. Effect on throughput

Throughput is a measure of ability of the system to han-
dle peak data rate. In any multilayer NoC network, throughput
improvement depends on total number of physical links (both
horizontal and vertical) and average hop count. From Fig. 11,
we notice that proposed improved M-3D CHIPPER gives better
throughput compared to other 5-port router based designs such
as 2D CHIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER. As improved M-3D CHIPPER
uses higher number of physical links than 2D CHIPPER, there is
throughput growth of 17%, 12%, 15% and 33% for uniform, trans-
pose, bitcomp and bitrev traffic respectively. The additional flit
prioritization scheme employed in improved M-3D CHIPPER leads
to lower average hop count resulting in throughput improvement
of 4%, 2%, 7% and 3% over M-3D CHIPPER for above traffic patterns.
However, throughput will be best for 3D CHIPPER due to two
extra links at each router.

6.4. Effect on link utilization

Fig. 12 shows the comparison of normalized link utilization for
various synthetic traffic patterns. For 3D CHIPPER, link utilization
is very high at central routers of upper layers as it follows stan-
dard XYZ routing algorithm. Compared to 3D CHIPPER, average
link utilization reduces by 17.1% and 17.8% for M-3D CHIPPER
and improved M-3D CHIPPER respectively. Both M-3D CHIPPER
Fig. 9. Average flit deflection rate comparison for various synthetic traffic patterns.
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Fig. 10. Average deflection rate comparison for real applications.

Fig. 11. Throughput comparison for various synthetic traffic patterns.

and improved M-3D CHIPPER displays similar link utilization
across all the layers. This is because of the asymmetrical routing
algorithm employed in both design approaches due to which the
 M

8

traffic is distributed more evenly across chip leading to better link
utilization and performance improvement for bufferless mesh
NoC.

6.5. Thermal analysis

We analyse thermal distribution through NoC using Hotspot
6.0 tool [31]. We use Orion [32] to model our router microarchi-
tecture and extract dynamic power dissipation of all the routers
in 4 × 4 × 4 mesh NoC due to varying load. The power traces
ound using Orion is fed into Hotspot to assess variation in
ransient temperature due to flit flow load across NoC routers.
ur empirical analysis with synthetic and real workloads reaffirm
hat the temperature reduced up to 6◦K for central routers of
pper layers, eliminating formation of thermal hotspots using our
roposed design in comparison to 3D CHIPPER.

.6. Hardware overhead

Verilog HDL models of 2D CHIPPER, 3D CHIPPER, M-3D CHIP-
ER and improved M-3D CHIPPER are synthesized using Xilinx Vi-
ado 2018.3 targeted to Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+, XCZU7EV device
o calculate router pipeline latency, power and area overhead.
outer delay is computed as time taken by a flit to move from
nput port to output port. Similar functional units are employed
n first stage of M-3D CHIPPER and improved M-3D CHIPPER
ue to which both of them have same delay in their first router
ipeline stage. The inclusion of prioritization unit (PAU) followed
y parallel port allocator (PDU) has a negligible logic delay of
% in the second stage of router pipeline when compared to
D CHIPPER and M-3D CHIPPER. Improved M-3D CHIPPER incurs
nly 1% and 3.6% more area and power than 2D CHIPPER and

-3D CHIPPER. The hardware overhead is justified by notable
Fig. 12. Link utilization for 3D CHIPPER, M-3D CHIPPER and Improved M-3D CHIPPER.
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mprovement in network performance. When compared to 3D
HIPPER, our proposed design achieves 25%, 40% and 31% reduc-
ion in critical path latency, power consumption and router area
espectively.

The overall area overhead in any NoC network consists of
outer area and wiring overhead. In a conventional 2D mesh NoC,
he wiring overhead is due to horizontal links only (8 × 8 2D
esh uses 112 horizontal links) whereas in a standard 4 × 4 × 4
D mesh NoC, there are 96 horizontal links and 48 vertical links.
-3D CHIPPER and our proposed design uses the same number
f horizontal links (96 links) as that of 3D network but reduced
umber of vertical links (24 links), as vertical interconnections
re made only at edge routers. As TSVs consume significant metal
rea and silicon area, there is better savings in terms of area as
e have used minimal number of vertical interconnections using
SVs. Overall the chip footprint is same as that of 3D mesh but
ith 50% less vertical links.

. Conclusion

TCMP require efficient interconnection network designs as
etwork scaling limits the system performance. The combination
f NoC and 3D IC technology can significantly improve network
erformance and power dissipation. In this paper, we propose
unique approach to improve NoC performance by a 3D NoC
etwork employing only 5-port routers. The adjoining layers
re connected using unconnected ports at edge routers in an
nterleaved fashion to achieve shorter routes. An additional low
verhead flit prioritization mechanism is employed in each router
o order non-golden flits thereby reducing deflections. By virtue
f our asymmetrical algorithm, there is a more balanced traf-
ic allocation across the chip without comprising the perfor-
ance and functionality. From evaluations, we can observe that
ur improved M-3D CHIPPER outperforms the designs under
onsideration with minimum hardware modification.
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